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Abstract. Correlation functions of adiabatic modes in cosmology are constrained by an
infinite number of consistency relations, which relate N + 1-point correlation functions with
a soft-momentum scalar or tensor mode to a symmetry transformation on N -point correlation
functions of hard-momentum modes. They constrain, at each order n, the qn behavior of
the soft limits. In this paper we show that all consistency relations derive from a single,
master identity, which follows from the Slavnov-Taylor identity for spatial diffeomorphisms.
This master identity is valid at any value of q and therefore goes beyond the soft limit. By
differentiating it n times with respect to the soft momentum, we recover the consistency
relations at each q order. Our approach underscores the role of spatial diffeomorphism
invariance at the root of cosmological consistency relations. It also offers new insights on the
necessary conditions for their validity: a physical contribution to the vertex functional must
satisfy certain analyticity properties in the soft limit in order for the consistency relations to
hold. For standard inflationary models, this is equivalent to requiring that mode functions
have constant growing-mode solutions. For more exotic models in which modes do not
“freeze” in the usual sense, the analyticity requirement offers an unambiguous criterion.
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1 Introduction
In recent years there has been interest in consistency relations for primordial perturbations.
The simplest one [1–9] relates an N -point correlation function with a soft scalar operator ζ
to a scale transformation of the N − 1-point correlation function without the soft mode:1
lim
~q→0
1
Pζ(q)
〈ζ(~q)O(~p1, . . . , ~pN )〉′c = −
(
3(N − 1) +
N∑
a=1
~pa · ∂
∂~pa
)
〈O(~p1, . . . , ~pN )〉′c . (1.1)
Here, O(~p1, . . . , ~pN ) is an arbitrary equal-time product of scalar ζ and tensor γij modes, with
momenta ~p1, . . . , ~pN . There is an analogous relation involving a soft tensor γij(~q) related to
an anisotropic rescaling of the lower-point function [1]. The power of these relations lie in
their generality: Any early universe scenario involving a single scalar degree of freedom (or
single ‘clock’), and whose perturbations become constant at late times, must satisfy (1.1).
Conversely, they can be violated if multiple fields contribute to density perturbations and/or
ζ grows outside the horizon [12–16].2
1Here ζ is the curvature perturbation in uniform-density gauge [10, 11], Pζ is the power spectrum, 〈. . .〉′
are correlators without the momentum-conserving δ-function, and the subscript c denotes the connected part.
See the main text for further details.
2The consistency relation (1.1) can be interpreted as the statement that primordial correlation functions in
a suitable coordinate system vanish in the soft limit [17, 18]. Nevertheless, this statement is not tautological
— the fact that the consistency relations can be violated implies that they constitute physical, observationally-
testable probes of early universe physics.
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The consistency relation (1.1) is a consequence of symmetry: it follows from the Ward
identity for spontaneously broken spatial dilations [1, 7–9].3 More generally, scalar pertur-
bations on any spatially-flat cosmological background non-linearly realize the full conformal
group SO(4, 1) on R3 [5, 6]. The origin of conformal symmetry is most easily seen in comov-
ing gauge, where the spatial metric (ignoring tensors) hij = a
2(t)e2ζ(~x,t)δij is conformally flat
and hence invariant under the 10 conformal transformations on R3. The symmetry break-
ing pattern is SO(4, 1) → spatial rotations + translations, with ζ playing the role of the
Goldstone boson (or dilation) for the broken dilation and special conformal transformations
(SCTs). The Ward identities associated with the SCTs also give rise to consistency rela-
tions [5]. These relate the order q behavior of an N + 1-point correlation function with a soft
ζ mode to a SCT on the N -point function.
Recently, it has been shown that cosmological perturbations enjoy an infinite number of
non-linearly realized global symmetries [9]. These are residual diffeomorphisms mapping field
configurations which fall off at infinity into those which do not. Nevertheless, certain linear
combinations of these transformations can be smoothly extended to physical configurations
which fall off at infinity, and as such constitute adiabatic modes [21]. These symmetries can
be labeled by an integer n ≥ 0 and involve both scalar and tensor perturbations.
The corresponding Ward identities imply an infinite number of consistency relations [9],
of which (1.1) is the simplest case. At each order, they constrain — completely for n = 0, 1,
and partially for n ≥ 2 — the qn behavior of an N + 1-point correlation function with a soft
scalar or tensor mode to a symmetry transformation on an N -point function. Schematically,
they are of the form
lim
~q→0
∂n
∂qn
(
1
Pζ(q)
〈ζ(~q)O〉′c +
1
Pγ(q)
〈γ(~q)O〉′c
)
∼ − ∂
n
∂pn
〈O〉′c . (1.2)
There are 3 independent relations for n = 0 (the dilation identity (1.1) involving a soft scalar,
and two involving a soft tensor), 7 relations for n = 1 (the 3 SCT identities involving a soft
scalar, and 4 involving a soft tensor), and 6 for each n ≥ 2 (4 involving a soft tensor, and
2 involving mixtures of soft scalar and tensor). The n = 0 and n = 1 relations were known
from background-wave arguments. The n ≥ 2 relations were discovered in [9].
In this paper, we show that the consistency relations (1.2) all derive from a single,
master identity, which follows from the Slavnov-Taylor identity for spatial diffeomorphisms.
This master identity is valid at any value of q and therefore goes beyond the soft limit. By
differentiating it n times with respect to q and setting q = 0, we recover (1.2) at each order.
Our approach underscores the role of diffeomorphism invariance at the root of cosmological
consistency relations. It also offers insights on the necessary assumptions for their validity.
We will derive the master identity in two independent ways: first, using the fixed-time
path-integral approach introduced in [8]; second, using the 4d path integral. For simplicity,
we focus here on soft 3-point functions, with the hard momenta given by scalar modes.
The generalization to more general correlation functions should be straightforward. Let us
illustrate the results in the fixed-time approach, for concreteness. The master identity takes
the form
1
3
qiΓ
ζζζ(~q, ~p,−~q − ~p) + 2qjΓγζζij (~q, ~p,−~q − ~p) = qiΓζ(p)− pi
(
Γζ(|~q + ~p|)− Γζ(p)
)
, (1.3)
3See [19, 20] for recent derivations of (1.1) using holographic arguments.
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where Γζζζ and Γγζζij are respectively the cubic vertex functions for 3 scalars, and for 2
scalars−1 tensor, each without the momentum-conserving delta function, while Γζ is the
inverse scalar propagator.4 The solution for 13δijΓ
ζζζ(~q, ~p,−~q − ~p) + 2Γγζζij (~q, ~p,−~q − ~p) can
be obtained as a power series around q = 0, up to an arbitrary symmetric, transverse matrix
Aij . This arbitrary term is model-dependent, and hence contains physical information about
the underlying theory. It stems from the fact that (1.3) only constrains the longitudinal
components of the vertex functions. The key assumption underlying the consistency relations
is that Aij is analytic in q, specifically that it starts at O(q2). For standard inflationary
scenarios, we will see that this is equivalent to the usual assumption of constant asymptotic
solutions for the mode functions. For more exotic examples, such as khronon inflation [22],
our criterion is the unambiguous one.
Up to q2 order, therefore, we can isolate Γζζζ , and then convert to correlation functions
as usual: 〈ζ~p1ζ~p2ζ~p3〉 = Pζ(p1)Pζ(p2)Pζ(p3)Γζζζ(~p1, ~p2, ~p3). The result is
〈ζ~qζ~pζ−~p−~q〉′
Pζ(q)
= −
(
3 + ~p · ∂
∂~p
)
Pζ(p)
−1
2
qi
(
6
∂
∂pi
− pi ∂
2
∂pj∂pj
+ 2pj
∂2
∂pj∂pi
)
Pζ(p) +O(q2) . (1.4)
The first line is the dilation consistency relation and agrees with (1.1) for the case of interest.
The second line reproduces the SCT consistency relation [5]. At order q2 and higher, the
physical term Aij contributes. However, its contribution can be removed order by order by
taking linear combinations of 〈ζζζ〉 and 〈γζζ〉, and taking a suitable projection. In this way,
we will recover the general consistency relations (1.2).
Interestingly, the essence of our method is fully captured by Quantum Electrodynamics
(QED), which we present along the lines of [23] in section 2. The idea is simple: although the
gauge is usually fixed by a gauge-fixing term, the gauge symmetry does give us an information
about the interaction vertices. In other words, the gauge invariant part of the interaction
vertices is constrained by the symmetry and the corrections coming from the gauge-fixing
term can be accounted for explicitly. The resulting Ward-Takahashi identity [24, 25], as
is well known, relates the (longitudinal part of the) photon-fermion vertex to the fermion
propagator. By expanding this identity as a power series in the soft photon momentum q,
we will obtain QED consistency relations analogous to ones obtain in [9] for cosmology.
The approach described in this paper is quite general and can be applied beyond the
early universe, for instance, to derive consistency relations for the large scale structure [26–
29]. It can also be applied to derive consistency relations for modified initial states [30–38],
as well as consistency relations for multiple soft limits [39]. Another interesting arena is the
conformal mechanism [40–46], whose consistency relations have been derived recently [47].
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we begin with the warm-up example
of QED and outline all of its relevant properties. In section 3, we turn to the derivation of
the Slavnov-Taylor identity for cosmological perturbations, first using the fixed-time/three-
dimensional Euclidian path-integral method proposed in [8]. In section 4, we illustrate how
the consistency relations derive from the Slavnov-Taylor identity, focusing for simplicity on
consistency relations involving two hard scalar modes with a soft scalar or tensor mode. In
section 5, we rederive these results, this time using the conventional four-dimensional in-in
path integral. Some of technical details of our derivations have been relegated to a series of
4Note that Γγζζij is traceless (δ
ijΓγζζij = 0), but not necessarily transverse (q
jΓγζζij 6= 0).
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appendices. We summarize the results in section 6 discuss further applications of the method
outlined here.
2 Ward identities for electrodynamics
As an abelian warm-up to the cosmological case, consider the Ward-Takahashi identities for
QED [24, 25], derived as a consequence of gauge symmetry [23] instead of its global subgroup.
The generating functional for QED with a single Dirac fermion ψ is given by the following
path integral
Z[Jµ, η, η¯] =
∫
DAµDψ¯DψeiS+iSg.−f.+iSext. , (2.1)
where S[Aµ, ψ¯, ψ] is the gauge invariant QED action, and
Sg.−f.[Aµ] = − 1
2ξ
∫
d4x(∂µAµ)
2 ; Sext.[Aµ, ψ¯, ψ] =
∫
d4x
(
JµAµ + η¯ψ + ψ¯η
)
(2.2)
are the gauge-fixing term and external current contributions, respectively.5
To derive the Ward-Takahashi identities, we perform an infinitesimal gauge transforma-
tion6
Aµ → Aµ + ∂µΛ ; ψ → ψ − iΛψ , (2.3)
where Λ(x) is an infinitesimal gauge parameter. Since S and the integration measure are
both gauge invariant, the variation of the generating functional is
δZ[Jµ, η, η¯] = i
∫
DAµDψ¯DψeiS+iSg.−f.+iSext.
∫
d4xΛ(x)
[
−
ξ
∂µAµ − ∂µJµ − iη¯ψ + iψ¯η
]
= i
∫
d4xΛ(x)
[
i
ξ
∂µ
δ
δJµ
− ∂µJµ − η¯ δ
δη¯
+ η
δ
δη
]
Z[J, η¯, η] . (2.4)
The generating functional should be invariant (δZ = 0) under (2.3), since it is merely a field
redefinition. Since Λ(x) is arbitrary, this leads to the functional differential equation[
i
ξ
∂µ
δ
δJµ
− ∂µJµ − η¯ δ
δη¯
+ η
δ
δη
]
Z[J, η¯, η] = 0 . (2.5)
Clearly, the generating functional of connected diagrams, W ≡ −i lnZ, obeys a similar
differential equation. Performing the standard Legendre transform to the vertex functional
Γ ≡W − Sext., and using the standard relations Jµ = − δΓδAµ , Aµ = δWδJµ , etc., this implies
−
ξ
∂µAµ + ∂µ
δΓ
δAµ
+ iψ
δΓ
δψ
− iψ¯ δΓ
δψ¯
= 0 . (2.6)
Note that nowhere did we need the explicit form of the QED action S — all we used was
its invariance under (2.3). Therefore, the identity (2.6) holds more generally for any gauge
invariant action. We will henceforth assume this most general situation.
5Here, ξ is the standard gauge parameter, e.g. ξ = 1 is Feynman gauge.
6The fermion is assumed to carry a unit charge.
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By varying (2.6) a number of times with respect to the fields, and setting the fields to
zero after variation, one can obtain various relations among the vertices of the theory. For
instance, varying with respect to ψ and ψ¯ gives (in momentum space):
qµΓAψ¯ψµ (q, p,−p− q) = Γψ(p+ q)− Γψ(p) , (2.7)
where ΓAψ¯ψµ =
δ3Γ
δAµδψδψ¯
is the three-point vertex, and Γψ(p) =
δ2Γ
δψδψ¯
is the inverse fermion
propagator. Equation (2.7) is the celebrated Ward-Takahashi identity [24, 25]. It exhibits
the constraint that must be obeyed by the vertex functionals.
We are interested in deriving the identity for correlation functions, which are related to
the vertex functionals as follows:
Pψ(p) ≡ 〈ψ¯pψ−p〉′ = 1/Γψ(p),
〈Aµq ψ¯pψ−p−q〉′ = −〈AµqAν−q〉′Pψ(p)Pψ(p+ q)ΓAψ¯ψν (q, p,−p− q) , (2.8)
where primes indicate correlators with the delta function removed:
〈O(k1, . . . , kN )〉 ≡ (2pi)4δ4(k1 + . . .+ kN )〈O(k1, . . . , kN )〉′ . (2.9)
This makes clear that the quantity we would like to solve for is Pψ(p)Pψ(p+q)Γ
Aψ¯ψ
ν (q, p,−p−
q). Rewriting (2.7) in terms of this quantity, we obtain
qµPψ(p)Pψ(p+ q)Γ
Aψ¯ψ
µ (q, p,−p− q) = Pψ(p)− Pψ(p+ q) . (2.10)
It is straightforward to see that the most general solution to this equation is given by
Pψ(p)Pψ(p+q)Γ
Aψ¯ψ
µ (q, p,−p−q) = −
∂Pψ(p)
∂pµ
−
∞∑
n=1
qα1 . . . qαn
(n+ 1)!
∂n+1Pψ(p)
∂pµ∂pα1 . . . ∂pαn
+Cµ , (2.11)
where Cµ is an arbitrary transverse vector,
qµCµ = 0 . (2.12)
Its more general form is therefore
Cµ = (q
2ηµα − qµqα)vα(q, p) + qαMµα(q, p) , (2.13)
where vµ is an arbitrary vector, and Mµν is anti-symmetric. The vector Cµ represents the
part of the cubic vertex which is not fixed by symmetry arguments only, but depends on the
details of the theory. It therefore encodes physical information about the theory.
Now comes the key assumption: if the theory is local, which is of course the case for
QED, then Cµ should be analytic in q. In terms of the general decomposition (2.13), this
implies that both vµ and Mνµ start at order q
0. In particular, it follows that Cµ does not
contribute at q0 order, thus the cubic vertex is determined by the derivative of the inverse
fermion propagator at leading order:
ΓAψ¯ψµ (0, p,−p) =
∂Γψ(p)
∂pµ
. (2.14)
This is the QED analogue of Maldacena’s consistency relation (1.1).7
7Notice that (2.14) is satisfied not only for fermion QED, but for scalar QED as well. This traces back to
the fact that fermions and scalars have identical transformation properties under the gauge symmetry.
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At the next order in q, however, Cµ can contribute through the Mµν term. For instance,
with fermions it can take the form Cµ = qν [γ
ν , γµ], where the γ’s are the usual Dirac matrices.
This will arise if the theory includes an anomalous magnetic dipole interaction, Fµνψ¯γ
µγνψ.
More generally, we see that Cµ encodes information about non-minimal photon couplings to
the fermions. It vanishes identically for QED, where the photon-fermion coupling is minimal.
We can translate the identity (2.11) to a statement about correlation functions by
contracting the vertex functional with the appropriate Green’s functions. Specializing to
Lorentz gauge, ∂µAµ = 0, we have
〈Aµq ψ¯pψ−p−q〉′
PA(q)
= −Pµν(qˆ)Pψ(p)Pψ(p+ q)ΓAψ¯ψν (q, p,−p− q) , (2.15)
where PA is defined as 〈AµqAν−q〉′ = PA(q)Pµν(qˆ), with Pµν(qˆ) = ηµν − qˆµqˆν , qˆµ ≡ qµ/q,
denoting the transverse projector.
Ideally we would like to derive model-independent (i.e., Cµ-independent) relations
among the correlation functions. To do so, we must apply suitable component operators
Pµ`1···`nνm1...mn on each term of the Taylor series (2.11) such that Cµ is projected out at each
order. In other words, the Cµ contribution on the right-hand side of
lim
q→0
Pµ`1···`nνm1...mn(qˆ)
∂n
∂qm1 · · · ∂qmn
[〈Aνq ψ¯pψ−p−q〉′
PA(q)
]
= − lim
q→0
Pµ`1···`nνm1...mn(qˆ)
∂n
∂qm1 · · · ∂qmn
(
P να(qˆ)Pψ(p)Pψ(p+ q)Γ
Aψ¯ψ
α (q, p,−p− q)
)
(2.16)
should drop out. We claim this is achieved if Pµ`1···`nνm1...mn is:
1. Symmetric in the (µ, `1, . . . , `n) indices and in the (ν,m1 . . .mn) indices.
2. Symmetric under the interchange of sets of indices: (µ, `1, . . . , `n)↔ (ν,m1 . . .mn).
3. Traceless:
Pµµ`2···`nνm1...mn(qˆ) = 0 . (2.17)
4. Transverse with respect to q:
qµPµ`1···`nνm1...mn(qˆ) = 0 . (2.18)
In appendix A, we show explicitly that Cµ is indeed successfully projected out by the projector
defined above.8
8The properties of this projector can be further motivated through an “adiabaticity” argument similar to
that given in [9] for the cosmological case. The Lorentz gauge condition ∂µAµ = 0 is preserved by gauge
transformations δAµ = ∂µλ, where λ is a harmonic function: λ = 0. Expanding as a Taylor series about
the origin, we have λ(x) =
∑∞
n=0
1
(n+1)!
M`0...`nx
`0 · · ·x`n , where the array M`0...`n is fully symmetric and
traceless. (We have ignored the constant term in the expansion, since it leaves Aµ invariant.) In momentum
space, this generates
δAµ(q) =
(−i)n
n!
Mµ`1...`n
∂n
∂q`1 · · · ∂q`n
(2pi)4δ4(q) . (2.19)
For this configuration to be extendible to a physical mode, with suitable fall-off behavior at spatial infinity,
we imagine smoothing out the momentum profile around q = 0. To ensure that transversality is preserved
in Fourier space at finite momentum, qµδAµ = 0, we must let the Mµ`1...`n coefficients become qˆ-dependent
such that
qµMµ`1...`n(qˆ) = 0 . (2.20)
In other words, Mµ`1...`n is fully symmetric, traceless and transverse. The corresponding projector
Pµ`1···`nνm1...mn(qˆ) appearing in the identities must therefore satisfy the properties listed in the main text.
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Making use of this fact when substituting (2.11) into (2.16), we obtain the following
consistency relations
lim
q→0
Pµ`1···`nνm1...mn(qˆ)
∂n
∂qm1 · · · ∂qmn
[ 〈Aνq ψ¯pψ−p−q〉′
PA(q)
]
= −Pµ`1···`nνm1...mn(qˆ)
n+ 1
∂n+1Pψ
∂pν∂pm1 . . . ∂pmn
.
These are very similar in form to the Ward identities for cosmological perturbations derived
in [9]. In the following sections we will reproduce these identities as a consequence of spatial
diffeomorphism invariance. The derivation is closely analogous to the one above, with the
replacement of U(1) gauge symmetry by diffeomorphism invariance. Because of the non-
Abelian nature of the latter we will refer to the resulting identities similar as Slavnov-Taylor
identities for cosmology.
3 Slavnov-Taylor identities for cosmology
We now turn to the derivation of cosmological consistency relations. Our method follows
Slavnov’s classic work [23], applied to cosmology.9 The non-abelian nature of the symmetries
of interest (namely, the diffeomorphism invariance of GR) complicates the derivation to
some extent. In particular, the gauge-fixing term, which in the abelian case dropped out of
the identity (2.7), does contribute to the Slavnov-Taylor identities in the non-abelian case.
As shown in appendix B, however, the gauge-fixing term only contributes at loop order.
While this contribution can be accounted for explicitly if desired, we avoid the unnecessary
complications and work at tree-level.
For simplicity, we begin the demonstration of our method in the framework of the fixed-
time path-integral formalism of [8]. The basic idea is simple: since we are solely interested
in correlation functions of fields evaluated at the final time (as opposed to unequal-time
correlators, or correlators involving time-derivatives of the fields), it is convenient to work
with a three-dimensional Euclidean path integral over field configurations at the final time,
with the “history” information being encoded in the wavefunction. The fixed-time formalism
makes the derivation simpler and more transparent. In section 5, we will reproduce the same
results using the four-dimensional in-in path integral.
We consider the diffeomorphism invariant theory of the metric degrees of freedom gµν
and inflaton φ, around the spatially-flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker background
g¯µνdx
µdxν = −dt2 + a2(t)d~x2 ; φ = φ¯(t) , (3.1)
and parameterize the excitations as
gµν = g¯µν(t) + a
2(t)hµν ; φ = φ¯(t) + ϕ . (3.2)
According to [8], the correlation functions at fixed time t can be conveniently described by
the Euclidean generating functional
Z[T, J ] =
∫
DhijDϕ |Ψ[h, ϕ, t]|2 eSext. ;
Sext. =
∫
d3x
(
hijT
ij + ϕJ
)
, (3.3)
9For the flat space considerations, see [48, 49].
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where Tij and J represent tensor and scalar currents, respectively, while Ψ[h, ϕ, t] is the
wavefunctional at time t.10 Note that the auxiliary fields h00 and h0i (equivalently, the lapse
function and shift vector) have been integrated out using the constraint equations [1], so that
the path integral is over the spatial metric hij only.
Since time is fixed in this approach, the time re-parametrization symmetry is explicitly
broken by the formalism. The symmetries at hand are spatial diffeomorphisms xi → xi − ξi,
under which the fields transform as
hij → hij + ∂iξj + ∂jξi + ξk∂khij + hik∂jξk + hjk∂iξk ;
ϕ → ϕ+ ∂kϕ ξk . (3.4)
From now on, all the indices are assumed to be raised and lowered using δij . Analogously
to the QED case — see (2.4) —, the invariance of the generating functional under this field
redefinition leads to
0 =
∫
DhijDϕ |Ψ[h, ϕ, t]|2 eSext.
∫
d3x ξk
{
(G.F.)k − 2∂jT jk + ∂khijT ij − 2∂j
(
hikT
ij
)
+ ∂kϕJ
}
=
∫
d3x ξk
{
(G.F.)k − 2∂jT jk + ∂k
(
δ
δT ij
)
T ij − 2∂j
(
δ
δT ik
T ij
)
+ ∂k
(
δ
δJ
)
J
}
Z[T, J ] , (3.5)
where in the last step we have made the replacements ϕ→ δδJ and hij → δδT ij . Here, (G.F.)k
denotes terms arising from the variation of the gauge-fixing term; we will be schematic about
it until its explicit form becomes important. Since ξk is arbitrary, the integrand itself must
vanish. Rewriting the result in terms of W = lnZ, the generator of connected amplitudes,
we obtain
(G.F.)k − 2∂jT jk (x) + ∂k
(
δW
δT ij(x)
)
T ij(x)− 2∂j
(
δW
δT ik(x)
T ij(x)
)
+ ∂k
(
δW
δJ(x)
)
J(x) = 0 . (3.6)
We can convert (3.6) to an equation for the vertex functional by means of the Legendre
transform
Γ[h, ϕ] = W [T, J ]−
∫
d3x (hijT
ij + ϕJ) , (3.7)
which implies
δΓ
δhij
= −T ij ; δW
δT ij
= hij ; (3.8)
δΓ
δϕ
= −J ; δW
δJ
= ϕ . (3.9)
The resulting equation for Γ is
(G.F.)k + 2∂j
δΓ
δhjk
= (∂khij)
δΓ
δhij
− 2∂j
(
hik
δΓ
δhij
)
+ ∂kϕ
δΓ
δϕ
. (3.10)
At this point, we specialize to comoving gauge (or ‘ζ gauge’), defined by
ϕ = 0 ; Hij ≡ δij + hij = e2ζ hˆij , with det hˆ = 1 . (3.11)
10The peculiarities related to the gauge-fixing term will be addressed separately and can be ignored for the
moment.
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It follows that
ζ =
1
6
ln detH ;
hˆij =
Hij
(detH)1/3
. (3.12)
The variational derivative can be converted to the new variables using
δΓ
δhij
=
δΓ
δζ
δζ(h)
δhij
+
δΓ
δhˆk`
δhˆk`(h)
δhij
= e−2ζ
{
1
6
[hˆ−1]ij
δΓ
δζ
+
[
δikδj` − 1
3
hˆk`[hˆ
−1]ij
]
δΓ
δhˆk`
}
= e−2ζ
{
1
6
δij
δΓ
δζ
+
δΓ
δγij
}
+ . . . (3.13)
where in the last step we have introduced
γij ≡ ln hˆij ; γii = 0 . (3.14)
Here and henceforth, the ellipses indicate terms that are higher-order in γ. As we will see
shortly, these will not contribute at tree-level to the consistency relations of interest in this
paper.
Substituting these results into (3.10), the Slavnov-Taylor identity reduces to
1
α
(
~∇2∂jγij + ∂i∂j∂kγjk
)
+ 2∂j
(
1
6
δij
δΓ
δζ
+
δΓ
δγij
)
= ∂iζ
δΓ
δζ
+ . . . (3.15)
Note that we have only included the tree-level contribution of the gauge-fixing term explicitly,
with α denoting a gauge-fixing parameter. Hence this identity (and the consistency relations
that derive from it) only holds at tree-level. This is one of the key results of this paper.
By varying this identity a number of times with respect to ζ and γ, it is straightforward to
obtain various consistency relations among the vertices of the theory.
4 Consistency relations with two hard scalar modes
We illustrate how consistency relations derive from (3.15) in the simplest case of a soft-
momentum ζ or γ mode coupled to two hard-momenta ζ modes. The generalization to
higher-point correlation functions is straightforward.
The consistency relations with two hard-momenta scalar modes are obtained by vary-
ing (3.15) with respect to ζ(~x1) and ζ(~x2) and then setting ζ = γij = 0. Since the ellipses
contain terms with powers of γ, they will all vanish upon setting γ = 0, as advocated.
Expressing the result in Fourier space, we obtain11
1
3
qiΓ
ζζζ(~q, ~p,−~q − ~p) + 2qjΓγζζij (~q, ~p,−~q − ~p) = qiΓζ(p)− pi
(
Γζ(|~q + ~p|)− Γζ(p)
)
. (4.2)
11The relevant relations are∫
d3x1 d
3x2e
−i(~p1·~x1+~p2·~x2) δ
2Γ
δζ(~x1)δζ(~x2)
∣∣∣∣
ζ=γ=0
= (2pi)3δ3(~p1 + ~p2)Γζ(p1) ;∫
d3x1 d
3x2 d
3x3e
−i∑ ~pi·~xi δ3Γ
δζ(~x1)δζ(~x2)δζ(~x3)
∣∣∣∣
ζ=γ=0
= (2pi)3δ3(~p1 + ~p2 + ~p3)Γ
ζζζ(~p1, ~p2, ~p3) ;∫
d3x1 d
3x2 d
3x3e
−i∑ ~pi·~xi δ3Γ
δγij(~x)δζ(~y)δζ(~z)
∣∣∣∣
ζ=γ=0
= (2pi)3δ3(~p1 + ~p2 + ~p3)Γ
γζζ
ij (~p1, ~p2, ~p3) . (4.1)
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This is the master identity. By converting it to correlation functions, we will see how it
recovers all known consistency relations involving a soft mode and two hard scalar modes.
We can translate (4.2) to a statement about correlation functions using Γζ(p) =
−P−1ζ (p), as well as12
〈ζ~qζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′ = Pζ(q)Pζ(p)Pζ(|~q + ~p|)Γζζζ(~q, ~p,−~q − ~p) ;
〈γij~q ζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′ = Pˆ ijk`(qˆ)Pγ(q)Pζ(p)Pζ(|~q + ~p|)Γγζζk` (~q, ~p,−~q − ~p) , (4.5)
where Pˆijk` is the transverse, traceless tensor appearing in the graviton propagator:
Pˆijk`(qˆ) = PikPj` + Pi`Pjk − PijPk` , (4.6)
with Pij ≡ δij − qˆiqˆj denoting the transverse projector.
Proceeding analogously to the QED case, we can solve (4.2) as a Taylor series around
q = 0:
Pζ(p)Pζ(|~q + ~p|)
(
1
3
δijΓ
ζζζ(~q, ~p,−~q − ~p) + 2Γγζζij (~q, ~p,−~q − ~p)
)
= Kij +Aij , (4.7)
where
Kij ≡ −δijPζ(p)− p(i
∂Pζ(p)
∂pj)
−
∞∑
n=1
qα1 . . . qαn
n!
[
δij
∂n
∂pα1 . . . ∂pαn
+
pi
n+ 1
∂n+1
∂pj∂pα1 . . . ∂pαn
+
pj
n+ 1
∂n+1
∂pi∂pα1 . . . ∂pαn
− pα1
n+ 1
∂n+1
∂pi∂pj∂pα2 . . . ∂pαn
]
Pζ(p) , (4.8)
and Aij is an arbitrary symmetric and transverse matrix:
qjAij = 0 . (4.9)
Therefore it is of the general form13
Aij = ikmj`nq
kq`
(
a(~p, ~q)δmn + b(~p, ~q)pmpn
)
, (4.10)
where a and b are a priori arbitrary scalar functions of the momenta. The ambiguous nature
of (4.7) originates from the form of (4.2), which only constrains the longitudinal components
of the quantities at hand. Note that Aij is the analogue of Cµ for the QED case — see (2.11)
12Primed correlation functions are defined by removing the delta function:
〈O(~q,~k1, . . . ,~kN )〉 = (2pi)3δ3(~q + ~k1 + . . .+ ~kN )〈O(~q,~k1, . . . ,~kN )〉′ . (4.3)
In particular, the power spectra are defined by
Pζ(k) = 〈ζ~kζ~k′〉′ ;
Pγ(k) =
1
4
δikδj`〈γij~k γ
k`
~k′ 〉′ . (4.4)
13This can be seen by noting that the building blocks at our disposal are δij , qi and pi. There is also the
Levi-Cevita symbol ijk, but by symmetry Aij must be proportional to an even number of these, which is
equivalent to products of δ’s.
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and (2.12). This array encodes the physical part of the cubic vertices which are not fixed by
symmetry arguments only, and hence depends on the details of the theory.
Isolating the trace and traceless parts of (4.7) allows us to solve for the individual
vertices. Translating to correlation functions, we obtain
〈ζ~qζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
Pζ(q)
= K +A ;
〈γij~q ζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
Pγ(q)
=
1
2
Pˆ ijk`(qˆ)(Kk` +Ak`) . (4.11)
To derive consistency relations from these, we must make an important assumption about
the behavior of the arbitrary array Aij in the squeezed limit.
4.1 Analyticity assumption
The key assumption for the validity of the consistency relations, as in the QED case, is that
the functions a and b are analytic in q, i.e., that the physical term Aij starts at order q
2.
This locality assumption on the effective action14 (or vertex functional Γ) is a non-trivial one:
although GR is local by construction, recall that we are working in the framework where the
lapse function and shift vector have been integrated out, resulting in a spatially non-local
action for ζ and γ.
In particular, let us see how this relates to the usual adiabaticity assumption, i.e., that
the growing mode solutions are constant. Recall that non-local terms at cubic order arise
from integrating out the shift vector, whose solution (at linear order) includes
Ni ⊃ −a2 H˙
H2
qi
q2
ζ˙ . (4.12)
For the adiabatic mode, however, ζ˙ ∝ q2, and this contribution becomes local.15 Conversely,
in models where ζ is not constant outside the horizon (because of background instabili-
ties [13]), the locality assumption is violated and the consistency relations will not hold.
Similarly, this also explains why certain consistency relations fail in spatially non-local mod-
els, such as kronon inflation [22].
In the remainder of the section we will see show how the consistency relations to all
orders in q follow from (4.11), given the analyticity assumption.
4.2 Recovering the order q0 and q consistency relations
Since the physical term Aij kicks in at q
2 order, by assumption, the 3-point functions is
uniquely determined by the 2-point function to zeroth and first order in q. The only con-
tribution to the right-hand side of (4.11) at this order comes from Kij , whose expansion is
given by
Kij = −δijPζ(p)− p(i
∂Pζ
∂pj)
− 1
2
q`
[
pi
∂2Pζ(p)
∂pj∂p`
+ pj
∂2Pζ(p)
∂pi∂p`
− pl ∂
2Pζ(p)
∂pi∂pj
]
+O(q2) . (4.14)
14The analyticity properties of Pζ(p)Pζ(p+ q)Γ and Γ are obviously the same.
15The locality assumption was also implicit in [8], for otherwise the effective action would be ill-defined at
zero momentum. Indeed, in their approach one obtains∫
d3k δ(3)(~k)
δΓ[ζ]
δζ~k
= −
∫
d3k ζ~k
~k · ∂
∂~k
δΓ[ζ]
δζ−~k
, (4.13)
which can be used to derive dilation consistency relation, provided of course that the integrals converge.
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Substituting this into the first of (4.11) we obtain
〈ζ~qζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
Pζ(q)
= −
(
3 + pk
∂
∂pk
)
Pζ(p)
−1
2
qk
(
6
∂
∂pk
− pk ∂
2
∂pa∂pa
+ 2pa
∂2
∂pa∂pk
)
Pζ(p) +O(q2) . (4.15)
The first and second lines match respectively the dilation and SCT consistency relations [5].
Similarly, the second of (4.11) gives
〈γij~q ζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
Pγ(q)
= −1
2
Pˆ ijk`(qˆ)pk
∂
∂p`
Pζ(p)
+
1
4
Pˆ ijk`(qˆ)qm
(
pm
∂2
∂pk∂p`
− 2pk ∂
2
∂p`∂pm
)
Pζ(p) +O(q2). (4.16)
The first and second lines correctly reproduce the anisotropic scaling [1] and linear gradient
tensor consistency relations [5], respectively.
4.3 Higher-order consistency relations
At order qn, n ≥ 2, the soft correlation functions are only partially constrained by lower-point
functions. The novel consistency relations with two hard scalar modes take the form [9]16
lim
~q→0
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
∂n
∂qm1 · · · ∂qmn
(
1
Pγ(q)
〈γjm0~q ζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′ +
δjm0
3Pζ(q)
〈ζ~qζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
)
= −Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
(
δjm0
∂n
∂pm1 · · · ∂pmn
+
pj
n+ 1
∂n+1
∂pm0 · · · ∂pmn
)
Pζ(p) . (4.17)
The component operator Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ) has the following properties:
1. It is symmetric in the (`0, . . . , `n) indices and in the (m0 . . .mn) indices.
2. It is symmetric under the interchange of sets of indices:
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ) = Pjm0...mni`0...`n(qˆ) . (4.18)
3. It obeys the trace condition:
Pi```2...`njm0...mn(qˆ) = −
1
3
P`i``2...`njm0...mn(qˆ) . (4.19)
4. It satisfies the transverse condition:
qˆi
(
Pi`0`1...`njm0...mn(qˆ) + P`0i`1...`njm0...mn(qˆ)−
2
3
δi`0P```1...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
)
= 0 . (4.20)
16The analogue of (4.17) in [9] includes higher-order corrections in γij . These do not appear here because
we are working at tree-level.
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See [9] for a systematic construction and explicit expressions of this operator for the first few
values of n.
We are now in the position to show how the consistency relations (4.17) follow from our
approach. Substituting (4.5) and (4.10), the identity (4.7) implies
〈γjm0~q ζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
Pγ(q)
+
δjm0
3
〈ζ~qζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
Pζ(q)
=
1
2
(
Pˆ jm0k`(qˆ) +
2
3
δjm0δk`
)
Kk`
+
1
2
(
Pˆ jm0k`(qˆ) +
2
3
δjm0δk`(qˆ)
)
kcm`dnq
cqd
(
a(p, q)δmn + b(p, q)pmpn
)
. (4.21)
We are then instructed to differentiate this expression n times with respect to q, and project
the result using Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ). In doing so, we use the following identities, which, as
shown in appendix C, follow from the properties of the projector:
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
(
Pˆ jm0k`(qˆ) +
2
3
δjm0δk`
)
= 2Pi`0...`n(k`)m1...mn(qˆ) ;
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
∂nPˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
= 0 ;
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
∂n
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
(
jcm
m0
dnq
cqd
(
a(p, q)δmn + b(p, q)pmpn
))
= 0 .(4.22)
It follows that the model-dependent contributions to the identity, encoded in the last line
of (4.21), are completely projected out of the consistency relations, as desired. Morever,
it also follows that all q-derivatives go through and hit the K term on the right-hand side
of (4.21). The result is
lim
~q→0
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
∂n
∂qm1 · · · ∂qmn
(
1
Pγ(q)
〈γjm0~q ζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′ +
δjm0
3Pζ(q)
〈ζ~qζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
)
= − lim
~q→0
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
∂n
∂qm1 · · · ∂qmn
Kjm0 . (4.23)
Finally, using the rotational invariance of the power spectrum, it is straightforward to show
that
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
(
pm0
∂n+1
∂pj∂pm1 · · · ∂pmn
− pm1 ∂
n+1
∂pj∂pm0∂pm2 · · · ∂pmn
)
Pζ(p) = 0 . (4.24)
It follows that the last line in the expression (4.8) for Kij projects out. Using this fact, (4.23)
clearly reduces to (4.17), as claimed.
The fixed-time path integral method [8] used above, while elegant and transparent, has
certain limitations. Although the generating functional W derived from (3.3) determines cor-
rectly the various correlation functions, the vertex functional Γ obtained through its Legendre
transform is not related straightforwardly to the actual, four-dimensional effective action.17
On the other hand, the analyticity assumption made in section 4.1, which was critical in
deriving the consistency relations, is only well-motivated for the four-dimensional effective
action, while the momentum dependence of (the fixed-time) Γ is a priori unknown.
17In practice, the various contributions to Γ are obtained by calculating in-in correlation functions from
contact diagrams, and dividing by the power spectrum for each external leg.
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To avoid any guesswork, below we will repeat the calculation for the usual time-
dependent in-in path integral. In that case the vertex functional encodes effective interaction
vertices, which could be read off the quantum action. To leading order in ~ (i.e., at tree
level), Γ simply encodes the interaction vertices of the classical action we started with, i.e.
GR + inflaton. In this limit the analyticity assumptions about Γ directly correspond to
assumptions about the locality of the Lagrangian of the theory, and hence the arguments of
section 4.1 about single-field and constant growing modes are well-motivated.
5 Time-dependent path integral formalism
In this section we show how the general consistency relations follow from spatial diffeomor-
phism invariance of the conventional, time-dependent path integral formalism. The starting
point is the following four-dimensional path integral
Z[T, J ] =
∫
DhijDϕeiS[h,ϕ]+i
∫
d4x(hijT
ij+ϕJ) . (5.1)
(Note that we omit the gauge condition, it will be imposed when necessary.) As before, we
assume that the lapse function and shift vectors have been integrated out. An important
remark is in order here. Whether the above path-integral describes the generator of in-out or
in-in diagrams is determined by the time contour, the integration along which determines the
action and the source term. For in-out diagrams, the time contour stretches along the real
axis (−∞,+∞). For in-in diagrams, it lies on the complex plane (−∞+ i, t)∪ (t,−∞− i).
This approach, followed here, is equivalent to doubling of the fields. The literature on this
subject is vast, e.g., see [50] and references therein.
The choice of ζ gauge breaks the time reparametrization symmetry explicitly. The
symmetries of interest are therefore spatial diffeomorphisms. Since we are now considering
the four-dimensional path integral, in all generality we allow for time-dependent spatial
diffeomorphisms ξj(~x, t). Demanding that Z[T, J ] be invariant under (3.4) and following
similar steps as in section 3, we obtain the Slavnov-Taylor identity:
2∂j
(
1
6
δij
δΓ
δζ
+
δΓ
δγij
)
= ∂iζ
δΓ
δζ
+ . . . , (5.2)
where we have omitted the gauge-fixing contribution for simplicity. Although this is superfi-
cially identical to (3.15) in the fixed-time approach, an important distinction is that Γ now
represents the effective action, rather than a quantity defined in terms of the equal-time
Green’s functions. Varying this identity a number of times with respect to ζ and γ leads to
various consistency relations among the vertices of the theory.
As in section 4, we illustrate this with the simplest case of two hard scalar modes coupled
to a soft ζ or γ mode. Varying (5.2) with respect to ζ(~x1, τ1) and ζ(~x2, τ2), and going to
momentum space for the spatial dimensions, we obtain the master identity
qjΓ˜ij(~q, τ ; ~p, τ1;−~q−~p, τ2) = −δ(τ−τ1)piΓζ(|~q+~p|; τ, τ2)+δ(τ−τ2)(qi+pi)Γζ(p; τ, τ1) , (5.3)
where Γ˜ij ≡ 13δijΓζζζ + 2Γγζζij . This can be translated to a statement about correlation
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functions using
δ(t1 − t2) =
∫
dτPζ(p; t1, τ)Γζ(p; t2, τ) ;
〈ζ~q(t)ζ~p(t1)ζ−~q−~p(t2)〉′ = −
∫
dτdτ1dτ2Pζ(q; τ, t)Pζ(p; τ1, t1)Pζ(|~q + ~p|; τ2, t2)
×Γζζζ(~q, τ ; ~p, τ1;−~q − ~p, τ2) , (5.4)
and similarly for tensors. These relations tell us that we should contract (5.3) with two power
spectra to obtain:
qj
∫
dτ1dτ2Pζ(p; t, τ1)Pζ(|~q + ~p|; t, τ2)Γ˜ij(~q, τ ; ~p, τ1;−~q − ~p, τ2)
= δ(τ − t)
(
(qi + pi)Pζ(|~q + ~p|, τ)− piPζ(p, τ)
)
. (5.5)
As before, this can be solved as a Taylor series around q = 0:∫
dτ1dτ2Pζ(p; t, τ1)Pζ(|~q + ~p|; t, τ2)Γ˜ij(~q, τ ; ~p, τ1;−~q − ~p, τ2) = δ(τ − t)Kij +Aij(p, q, τ, t) ,
(5.6)
where Kij is given by (4.8), with Pζ(p) understood as Pζ(p, t), and Aij again denotes an
arbitrary, symmetric and transverse tensor. (Note that, unlike in section 4, Aij can now
depend on two times.) The scalar and tensor vertices are then isolated by taking the trace
and traceless parts of (5.6). To extract correlation functions, we multiply the results by the
appropriate (unequal-time) power spectra P (q, t, τ), and integrate over τ :
〈ζ~qζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
Pζ(q)
= K +
∫
dτ
Pζ(q, τ, t)
Pζ(q, t)
A(p, q, τ, t) ;
〈γij~q ζ~pζ−~q−~p〉′
Pγ(q)
=
1
2
Pˆ ijk`(qˆ)
(
Kk` +
∫
dτ
Pζ(q, τ, t)
Pζ(q, t)
Ak`(p, q, τ, t)
)
. (5.7)
To derive consistency relations, recall that we had to assume in section 4.1 that the
physical term Aij started at order q
2, which was motivated by locality. A subtlety, already
mentioned at the end of section 4, is that the 3d vertex functional Γ3d considered in the fixed-
time path integral formalism is of course not the same as the 4d vertex functional Γ4d of this
section. In particular, their analyticity properties may in principle differ. The meaning of
locality for Γ4d is clear — it represents the 4d effective action, which at tree-level reduces to
the action we started with (so-called ‘fundamental action’). Its locality is guaranteed by the
locality of the starting-point Lagrangian. Meanwhile, the 3d vertex functional is given by
Γ3d(~q, ~p,−~p− ~q) ∼
∫
dτdτ1dτ2
Pζ(q, t, τ)
Pζ(q, t)
Pζ(p, t, τ1)
Pζ(p, t)
Pζ(|~p+ ~q|, t, τ2)
Pζ(|~p+ ~q|, t) Γ
4d(~q, τ ; ~p, τ1;−~p− ~q, τ2) . (5.8)
We see that the locality of Γ3d, on the other hand, follows from that of Γ4d provided that
the ratio of power spectra Pζ(q, τ, t)/Pζ(q, t) is analytic in q. This will be the case if mode
functions have constant growing-mode solutions. This additional assumption was implicitly
made in section 4. It also implies, incidentally, if Aij starts at order q
2, then the time integrals
in (5.7) will also start at order q2. The rest of the derivation proceeds as in section 4, and
we recover the consistency relations to all orders in q.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that the infinite network of consistency relations for adiabatic
modes, of which Maldacena’s relation is the simplest, all follow from a single master identity
resulting from the Slavnov-Taylor identity for spatial diffeomorphisms. The master identity
is cast in terms of the vertex functional and holds for any momenta. By varying this identity
a number of times with respect to the fields, one can obtain consistency relations for the
various correlation functions. We have illustrated this for the simplest case of two hard
scalar modes coupled to a soft scalar or tensor mode.
One of the key insights of this derivation is that it makes precise the assumption under-
lying the consistency relations, namely the locality of the effective action in the q → 0 limit.
For the simplest inflationary models, this is equivalent to the standard assumption that mode
functions tend to a constant at late times. For more exotic models, in which modes do not
“freeze” in the usual sense, locality offers an unambiguous criterion.
The general formalism described here can be applied more broadly to a host other
contexts. It should be straightforward to generalize the derivation to include additional
scalar fields. As is well known, consistency relations can be violated in the multi-field context,
and it would be interesting to see how this shows up in our formalism. Other interesting
applications include the path integral derivation of consistency relations for the large scale
structure [26–29], the study of modified initial states [30–38], and higher soft limits [39].
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A Projection operators for electrodynamics
In this appendix, we show that the projectors Pµ`1···`nνm1...mn we have defined for QED
(see (2.17) and (2.18)) are sufficient to project out the model-dependent contribution Cµ
from (2.16).
First, to ensure that the q → 0 limit in (2.16) is well defined, we need the following
identity to hold
Pµ`1...`nνm1...mn
∂nP να(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
= 0 , (A.1)
for otherwise the derivatives of P να(qˆ) would yield singular terms as q → 0. Equation (A.1)
is satisfied, thanks to the properties (2.17) and (2.18) of the projector: the derivatives of P να
either trace Pµ`1...`nνm1...mn or project it on q
m.
The contribution of Cµ-dependent terms to the consistency relation is of the form:
Pγ`1...`nνm1...mn
∂n
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
(
P νµ[(q2ηµα − qµqα)vα + qαMµα]
)
= Pγ`1...`nνm1...mn
∂n
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
(
q2Pναv
α + qαMνα
)
, (A.2)
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where in the last step we have used the transversality of Pµν and anti-symmetry of Mµν .
Using (A.1), and noting that vα and Mµν are both regular in q → 0 limit, it follows that the
q2 and qα factors in (4.10) must be necessarily differentiated. However, differentiating these
factors either results in tracing Pγ`1...`nνm1...mn , which vanishes by (2.17), or contracting it
with Mµν , which vanishes by symmetry. This shows that the properties of Pµ`1···`nνm1...mn
are sufficient to project out the model-dependent contributions, as claimed.
B Gauge-fixing term for gravity
In this appendix we will justify that, at the tree-level, it is legitimate to neglect the gauge-
fixing term, as claimed in section 3. In order to keep the consideration simple, we will be
schematic and omit indices. Focusing on the metric degree of freedom h, the generating
functional is
Z[T ] =
∫
Dh eiS[h]+
∫
( 12α (∂h)
2+hT) , (B.1)
where T is an external current, and α is a gauge fixing parameter. We assume that the
action, as well as the measure, are invariant under the following schematic diffeomorphism:
h→ h+ ∂ξ + ξ∂h . (B.2)
The invariance of B.1 under this transformation leads to the following functional differential
equation for the generating functional:(
1
α
∂3
δ
δT (x)
− ∂T (x) + T (x)∂ δ
δT (x)
)
Z[T ] =
1
α
∫
DheiS[h]+
∫
( 12α (∂h)
2+hT)∂2h(x)∂h(x) .
(B.3)
The right hand side is the expectation value of the fields evaluated at the same point. In
order to extract the desired relations, we first set Z = exp(iW ) and introduce the effective
action Γ[h] as a Legende transform of W . The resulting equation for Γ is
1
α
∂3h(x)− ∂ δΓ
δh(x)
+ ∂h(x)
δΓ
δh(x)
= e−iW
1
α
∫
DheiS[h]+
∫
( 12α (∂h)
2+hT)∂2h(x)∂h(x) . (B.4)
The first term on the left-hand side is analogous to the first term of (2.6) — since we
must differentiate this equation at least twice with respect to h, this term will not contribute
the final identities (similarly to QED). The gauge-fixing contribution on the right-hand side,
on the other hand, is not removable. It is divergent and requires regularization. This is
one of the complications associated with non-Abelian gauge theories, compared to Abelian
ones. Fortunately, this troublesome term can be ignored at tree level — it corresponds to a
contribution to the vertex functional where fields are evaluated at the same point, and hence
is of loop order.
To summarize, at the tree level the vertex functional satisfies
1
α
∂3h(x)− ∂ δΓ
δh(x)
+ ∂h(x)
δΓ
δh(x)
= 0 . (B.5)
As already mentioned the first term does not contribute to consistency relations. The equa-
tion given above is simply a statement about the gauge invariance of the action.18 In other
words, at tree-level there is no need to fix the gauge in vertices. All gauge redundancies are
taken care of by the gauge-fixed propagators upon contraction with vertices.
18At tree-level, Γ coincides with the action S, supplemented by the gauge-fixing term.
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C Properties of projectors
In this appendix we derive identities for Pi`0...`njm0...mn that are useful in deriving consistency
relations. Using the properties listed in section 4.3 and the explicit form of Pˆjm0k` from (4.6),
it is straightforward to show that
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)Pˆjm0k`(qˆ) = Pi`0...`nk`...mn(qˆ) + Pi`0...`n`k...mn(qˆ) −
2
3
δk`Pi`0...`njjm1...mn(qˆ) .
(C.1)
Note that the structure on the right-hand side is such that it vanishes when hit by qk, which
follows from (4.20). By tracing (C.1) we discover another important property of projectors
Pi`0...`njm0m1...mn(qˆ)Pˆjm0m1`(qˆ) = 0 . (C.2)
In order to obtain the identities involving derivatives of Pˆjm0k`, we will need the fact
that its first derivative can be written as
∂Pˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1
= − 1
q2
(
qjPˆk`m0m1(qˆ) + qkPˆjm0`m1(qˆ) + q`Pˆjm0km1(qˆ) + qm0Pˆk`jm1(qˆ)
)
. (C.3)
Contracting this with Pi`0...`njm0...mn and using (C.1), we get
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
∂Pˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1
= 0 . (C.4)
Having obtained these basic properties of the projector, we proceed by method of strong
induction to show that
Pi`0...`njm0...mn(qˆ)
∂nPˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
= 0 ; ∀n > 1 , (C.5)
assuming
Pi`0...`njm0...mn−i
∂n−iPˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn−i
= 0 ; 1 ≤ i < n . (C.6)
Taking into account (C.3), we have
Pi`0...`njm0...mn
∂nPˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
= Pi`0...`njm0...mn
× ∂
n−1
∂qm2 . . . ∂qmn
(
− 1
q2
[
qjPˆk`m0m1 + qkPˆjm0`m1 + q`Pˆjm0km1 + qm0Pˆk`jm1
])
. (C.7)
Upon performing all the differentiations on the right-hand side, we will obtain terms with
differentiated Pˆjm0k` as well as with undifferentiated ones. According to the properties of the
projector given in section 4.3, along with (C.6), the only nonzero terms among those involving
derivatives of Pˆjm0k` come from differentiating the first term on the right-hand side of (C.7).
Furthermore, among these there are terms with differentiated qj . However, the differentiation
of qj gives us a factor of δjm2 ; as a result, the trace property of Pi`0...`njm0...mn becomes
applicable and terms under the consideration are nullified by means of the assumption (C.6).
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In other words, the only terms with derivatives of Pˆjm0k` contributing to (C.7) are of
the form19
Pi`0...`njm0...mn
∂nPˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
⊃ Pi`0...`njm0...mnqj
×
∑
a>0
∂n−a−1
∂qma+2 . . . ∂qmn−1
(−1
q2
)
× ∂
aPˆk`m0m1(qˆ)
∂qm2 . . . ∂qma+1
. (C.8)
Using the transversality property Pi`0...`njm0...mnqj = −Pi`0...`nm0j...mnqj +
2
3qm0Pi`0...`njj...mn , (C.8) reduces to
20
Pi`0...`njm0...mn
∂nPˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
⊃ 2
3
∑
a>0
∂n−a−1
∂qma+2 . . . ∂qmn−1
(−1
q2
)
×Pi`0...`njjm1...mnqm0
∂aPˆk`m0m1(qˆ)
∂qm2 . . . ∂qma+1
. (C.9)
Now, using the expression for ath derivative of the identity qm0Pˆk`m0m1 = 0, it is easy to see
that the only surviving term in the sum will be the one with a = 1. Furthermore, there will
be n− 1 of those terms in (C.7). Hence, the only term involving the derivative Pˆjm0k`, using
qm0∂qm2 Pˆk`m0m1 = −Pˆk`m2m1 , reduces to
Pi`0...`njm0...mn
∂nPˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
⊃ −2
3
(n− 1) ∂
n−2
∂qm3 . . . ∂qmn−1
(−1
q2
)
Pi`0...`njjm1...mn Pˆk`m1m2(qˆ) .
(C.10)
The rest of the terms in (C.7) are the ones with no derivative acting on Pˆjm0k` to begin with.
The only non-vanishing ones are with one derivative acting on qi
Pi`0...`njm0...mn
∂nPˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
⊃ (n− 1) ∂
n−2
∂qm3 . . . ∂qmn−1
(−1
q2
)
×Pi`0...`njm0...mn
[
δjm2Pˆk`m0m1 + δkm2Pˆjm0`m1 + δ`m2Pˆjm0km1 + δm0m2Pˆk`jm1
]
. (C.11)
Combining (C.10) and (C.11), we obtain
Pi`0...`njm0...mn
∂nPˆjm0k`(qˆ)
∂qm1 . . . ∂qmn
= (n− 1) ∂
n−2
∂qm3 . . . ∂qmn−1
(−1
q2
)
×
(
−2
3
Pi`0...`njjm1...mnPˆk`m1m2 + Pi`0...`njm0...mn
[
δjm2Pˆk`m0m1 + δm0m2Pˆk`jm1
])
, (C.12)
where we have used (C.2). The right-hand side vanishes, once we use the trace property of
the projector. In other words, the identity (C.5) holds, as we wanted to show.
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